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CONTROLS ASSOCIATED WITH THE SAFE SYSTEM OF WORK

CRITICAL CONTROLS QUESTIONS

Temporary works, stability and ground 
bearing pressure are verified for plant 
set up and operation

 � I have verified that conditions for this plant activity (including tramming 
areas) are fit for purpose and the plant is set-up in accordance with OEM 
recommendations?

 � Plant has been setup away from underground and overhead services?

Plant is inspected before mobilisation 
and before use

 � I have verified that the piece of plant is approved for use on site?
 � I have conducted a pre-start check prior to operating?

Operators are verified as competent for 
the specific item of plant

 � I am approved to operate this equipment on this site? 
 � I have a current VOC (within the last 2 years)?  
 � I have competed a familiarising/challenge test on the plant I am 

operating? 
 � I have a current licence or ticket that is relevant to the plant I am 

operating? 

Plant and people are separated, defined 
exclusion zones are maintained, and 
entry to work areas is controlled

 � Barricading and exclusion zones are established that provide separation 
from plant and vehicles within my work area?

 � There is clear communication in place for spotters and plant operators? 
 � There are batter angles, berms, windows in place where plant may 

overturn or run off road?
 � People and plant are separated?

Safe access for pedestrian movements  � Pedestrians have safe access and egress throughout the site;
 - Separated by hard barricading from plant/vehicles?
 - Appropriate speed zones are established?
 - Clear signage outlining the pedestrian/plant driving/walking areas and 

speeds

A Vehicle Movement Plan (VMP) or 
equivalent is in place

 � I have been briefed on the site/work area vehicle movement plan?
 � I receive regular briefings regarding changes?

Heavy vehicles and light vehicles are 
segregated wherever possible

 � There are separate routes for heavy and light vehicles? 
 � There are physical barriers and protocols to prevent light vehicles 

entering areas where plant and heavy vehicles are working?

Rules are established and enacted 
for plant following plant or overtaking 
manoeuvres

 � I understand the distance, overtaking requirements listed in the VMP 
through the induction process?

Dedicated refuelling and servicing rules 
and locations are established

 � I know where the dedicated refuelling and servicing points are?
 � I understand the refuelling procedures/SWMS and the controls are in 

place?

Plant and vehicles are parked in a 
fundamentally stable condition where 
there is a possibility of ‘run-away’

 � I have checked that this plant is parked on stable ground or in designated 
plant parking areas and all required braking devices are activated?

Use these prompts to assist you in discussing the Critical Controls for each  
fatal and severe risk and how they relate to your work area.

This FSR Field Check only contains critical controls that can be checked in the field. 
Please refer to the FSR Control Standard for the full set of critical controls.

INTENT:  To eliminate or minimise the risks of fatalities, injuries and events 
arising from the interaction of plant, equipment, vehicles and people

FSR  PLANT  AND  EQUIPMENT


